
Title: Good Morning, Nature 
 

Objective: Learn words to use for sorting and classification 

Time: 15 minutes 

Materials Needed: A collection of nature items (twigs, shells, pinecones, 

acorns, leaves, seeds, bark, moss, rocks, etc.)  
 

Directions: 
1. Circle up in a grassy area outside. 

2. Pass out a nature item to each student. 

3. Call out a sorting rule, “All students with a nature item that is brown step into the circle”. The students with a brown nature item 

will step into the circle greet each other and compare nature items. Continue with other sorting rules such as shape, texture, size, 

and thickness until all children have had at least two chances to greet a classmate and compare nature items. 
 

Variation: Call students by name to step into the circle and have the students figure out the sorting rule you were using. 

Observant students will realize all the students you called were wearing red, or girls wearing blue, or all brown-haired boys, etc. 

 

 

Discussion Questions: 
1. What is nature?  

2. Did your item fit into more than one category? Why/why not? 

3. Can you think of some other sorting rules that could be used? 

 

 

 

 

 Greeting 
 Theme: Observation  
 Topic: Sorting Natural Materials 
 Suggested Grade Levels: K-3 
 Indoors or Outdoors: Outdoors 

14 



Science and Engineering Practices:  

1. Asking questions (science); 5. Using mathematical and computational thinking. 
Crosscutting Concepts: 
1. Patterns. 

Disciplinary Core Ideas: 
Physical Sciences: PS 1: Matter and its interactions. 

 

 

Background Information: 
• Nature is the physical world and includes all the living and non-living elements in the environment (e.g. plants, animals, the sun, 

moon, water, air, and rocks).  

• Classification is the process of sorting or grouping according to shared characteristics. Classification is important to scientists’ 

understanding of relationships. Biologists classify plants and animals. Geologist classify rocks and minerals. Meteorologists 

classify clouds. 

 

Additional Resources: 
• Sort It Out by Barbara Mariconda 

• Do You Know Which Ones Will Grow? by Susan A. Shea 

• Is It Rough? Is It Smooth? Is It Shiny? by Tana Hoban 

 

 

Correlates with: 
Activity - Collect and Sort Nature Items (p. 43) 

Interdisciplinary Lesson - Nature Math (p. 106)    


